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Abstract
Mathematical models play an important role in the design of synthetic gene circuits, by guiding the choice
of biological components and their assembly into novel gene networks. Here, we present a guide for
biologists to build and utilize models of gene networks (synthetic or natural) to analyze dynamical properties of these networks while considering the low numbers of molecules inside cells that results in stochastic
gene expression. We start by describing how to write down a model and discussing the level of details to
include. We then briefly demonstrate how to simulate a network’s dynamics using deterministic differential
equations that assume high numbers of molecules. To consider the role of stochastic gene expression in
single cells, we provide a detailed tutorial on running stochastic Gillespie simulations of a network,
including instructions on coding the Gillespie algorithm with example code. Finally, we illustrate how
using a combination of quantitative experimental characterization of a synthetic circuit and mathematical
modeling can guide the iterative redesign of a synthetic circuit to achieve the desired properties. This is
shown using a classic synthetic oscillator, the repressilator, which we recently redesigned into the most
precise and robust synthetic oscillator to date. We thus provide a toolkit for synthetic biologists to build
more precise and robust synthetic circuits, which should lead to a deeper understanding of the dynamics of
gene regulatory networks.
Key words Synthetic gene circuits, Mathematical modeling, Dynamical gene network, Stochastic
simulations, Gillespie algorithm, Synthetic oscillator, Synthetic biology, Biological oscillations
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Introduction
Models are simplified representation of the world and a core component of science. They help us understand how the world works,
for example, via simple mathematical equations that approximately
describe the movement of objects under a range of conditions.
They can also help us design and engineer systems, for example
by using mathematical models to ensure an electronic circuit will
function as intended. Models have been at the core of synthetic
biology since its beginnings in 2000 with the publication of two
gene circuits: an oscillator called the repressilator [1] and a bistable
toggle switch [2]. They have helped define synthetic biology as a
new field, in which biologists moved from modifying existing
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biological systems to designing and engineering novel gene circuits.
In these seminal papers, mathematical models were used to determine the required parameters for the oscillatory or bistable behavior of the systems and guided the choice of biologic parts that met
these requirements. Even though this chapter will focus on the
“redesign” of synthetic circuits, we want to emphasize that modeling should be used throughout the design-build-test-learn cycle of
synthetic biology. Models should be created and analyzed before
building a circuit, as even with advances in DNA synthesis and
assembly, it is still much faster to model a circuit in silico than to
build it—and there is no point in building a circuit if it cannot work
under any conditions. After building and testing a circuit, models
can help to understand why the circuit might not behave as
intended and to learn about the dynamics of the assembled gene
networks. Measurements of a circuit’s properties need to be reliable, as it is necessary to distinguish and isolate variability coming
from either the measurements, the environment, or the synthetic
circuit itself. This is a key component of the redesign: experimental
data will be only useful if it actually represents a circuit’s behavior.
As a final warning, we would like to remind the reader that if the
model fits the data, it does not mean that it is “correct.” It simply
means that it is consistent with the data and cannot be ruled out,
but it is possible (and even likely) that many more models can fit the
data equally well. Nevertheless, these models can be useful to make
predictions about a systems’ function, informing processes such as
redesigning features of the circuit to improve its behavior.
Modeling of gene circuits expressed in vivo is complicated by
the fact that cells are not macroscopic-sized test tubes: their size
and the finite, small number of molecules they contain means that
the chemical reactions inside a cell will happen by chance when
molecules collide with each other. Thus, the number of molecules,
such as mRNAs and proteins, will vary over time, meandering
around the mean value. This is due to stochastic chemistry and is
referred to as stochastic gene expression. These random fluctuations are important to take it into account in the design and
modeling of synthetic circuits as they do not merely make the
circuit’s behavior “noisier,” but can have counterintuitive effects,
such as turning a non-oscillating system into an oscillating one
[3, 4]. In 2016, using a combination of careful single-cell microscopy experiments and stochastic modeling, we took the original
repressilator circuit that appeared to have rather poor oscillatory
properties and iteratively transformed it into by far the most precise
and robust synthetic oscillator to date [5]. A microfluidic device
nicknamed the “mother machine” [6–8] enabled us to track single
cells under carefully controlled growth conditions and separate
environmental noise from variability intrinsic to the circuit. Modeling of the circuit using these measurements while considering the
stochastic nature of the chemical reactions enabled us to build a
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version of the circuit with improved precision and robustness.
Many synthetic biology projects are often left at the proof-ofprinciple stage, where the function of the circuit is approximately
what was originally intended. We believe that understanding why
these circuits do not function exactly as intended is as useful as
making them in the first place: it will provide a greater understanding of gene regulatory networks while leading to precise and robust
systems that can be used in applications.
In this chapter, we aim to provide a guide to (re-)designing
gene circuits using modeling, using our previous work with the
repressilator as an example. Obviously, there is no universal step-bystep protocol to redesign a synthetic circuit. However, we hope to
provide a useful guide to synthetic biologists from various scientific
backgrounds to help them incorporate modeling while building
and analyzing their circuits. To complement existing resources,
we will focus on dynamic systems and stochastic analysis [9–
13]. While this chapter focuses on synthetic circuits, the same
modeling approach is just as useful for natural gene circuits. We
will start by explaining how to write down a simple model and use it
to write down the differential equations representing a system’s
dynamics. Then, we will discuss how to model the effects of stochastic gene expression on the circuit by performing stochastic
(Gillespie) simulations and understanding sources of noise in a
system. In the spirit of this series, we will provide a step-by-step
protocol (and code) to run Gillespie simulations, which provide an
exact representation of the stochastic system while being simple and
fast to run, making them tremendously useful. Finally, we will
describe an example of how these models can be used to guide
the re-design of synthetic circuits.

2

Materials
All models used in this chapter can be solved or simulated using
built-in or custom-coded functions in programming languages like
Matlab, Octave, Python (numpy), Mathematica, C, Fortran, and so
on. All code for models discussed in Subheading 3 can be found at
our source code repository (https://github.com/potvinlab/
MiMB_circuitmodeling.git) and can be easily implemented in
Matlab or Octave, an open-source alternative. While there are
already software and packages to run stochastic simulations available in many languages, writing these algorithms from scratch is as
fast as understanding an existing code while being much more
pedagogical (see list of software at Gillespie Wikipedia page [14],
Wolfram Alpha Demonstrations Project [15]).
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Methods

3.1 Writing Down
a Model
3.1.1 Abstracting
the Circuit: Sketching Its
Diagram

The first step in writing down a model is to record all the interactions between the molecules in the circuit or impacting it, and the
chemical reactions that create and eliminate them in a diagram
(sometimes called the network topology). Here, we must consider
the level of detail we want to include in the model. While it is
important to include enough details to accurately reflect the underlying processes we wish to learn about, too much detail can weigh
down the model and distract from the effects that particular variables can have on the behavior of the system. For example, considering relativity while calculating the movement of a ball through
the air will obscure the understanding of the simple system while
adding futile precision. Consider the repressilator circuit: in this
network, three genes encode different repressor proteins (LacI,
TetR, and λ CI), each of which represses the expression of the
next gene in the circuit in a single feedback loop. Because of the
odd number of repressors, this effectively leads to autorepression
with a delay, producing out-of-phase oscillations of the three proteins. The simplest model of this circuit contains only the repressors
as variables and considers that the proteins directly repress each
other’s production (Fig. 1a). While this model can still lead to
oscillations, it ignores many important biological parameters, such
as transcription rates and difference between mRNAs’ and proteins’
half-lives (see Note 1). We could also model fluctuations in gene
copies due to plasmid copy number, the switching of the promoter
between the active and inactive state, the number of RNA polymerases and ribosomes, multimerization of the repressors, and
enzymatic degradation of the repressor via proteases—all biological
parameters with an impact on our circuit (Fig. 1b). However, these
details will not necessarily provide valuable insight on the behavior
of our circuit and will add many new variables and parameters to the
model. While they may not be included in the equations, keeping
these details in mind is helpful when analyzing the model and
circuit’s behavior, as they might help explain unexpected results.
Our favorite approach is to start with the simplest model that can
lead to some understanding of the system. Then, complexity can be
progressively added if it is necessary to explain the observed behavior or to test the effects of a particular component of the system. It
is important to consider that in biology there are still many
unknowns (and unknown unknowns), and that adding many parameters to the model will not make it a better representation of
reality. Powerful approaches have been developed to rigorously
model systems with many unknown interactions, but they are
beyond the scope of this chapter [16, 17]. In our example, we
will include mRNA (m) and proteins (P) as variables in our network. The transcription of an mRNA is repressed by the previous
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Fig. 1 Network topology diagram. Examples of possible network topology
diagrams displaying the interactions between molecular species in the repressilator. Models can range from being very minimalistic (a) to including many
detailed processes and interactions between your circuit and the cell (b). How
much detail you should include depends on what you want to learn, but starting
simple is key. (c) We have chosen a simple model of the repressilator that
includes both mRNA and proteins as variables

protein in the network (i.e., P1 inhibits the transcription of m2),
and proteins are translated proportionally to the number of
mRNAs. Both mRNA and proteins are depleted from the cell by a
combination of dilution due to cell growth and active degradation
(Fig. 1c). We will account for the dimerization of repressors and
their affinity to their promoters in Subheading 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Mass Action
Equations

The next step in building our model is to write an expression
describing each reaction in our system according to the law of
mass action, which states that the rate of a reaction is proportional
to the concentration of the reactants. For example, for the reaction
x + y ! z, the rate of production of z is calculated as ddt½z " ¼ ½x "½y " $ k1,
where k1 is a constant known as the mass action rate constant that
indicates the rate per reactant (or proportionality) of the reaction.
Intuitively, this means that if you have twice as many molecules, the
reaction rate will be twice as high because collisions between molecules are twice as likely to happen. The mass action equation is then
k1
written as x þ y ! z.
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We can thus write the mass equations for all the chemical
reactions included in our model. For the repressilator, the equations are:
f ðP i&1 Þ

; !!!! m i
βm

mi ! ;
λP

mi ! P i þ mi
βP

Pi ! ;

for each repressor (i ¼ 1, 2, 3, and where P0 ¼ P3 by definition). λP
is the rate of translation of repressor (Pi) per mRNA per unit time,
and βm and βP are the rate of elimination of mRNA and protein,
respectively (determined by dilution due to cell growth and active
degradation). The rate for the transcription of mi is the value of the
function f(Pi & 1) describing repression of the promoter by the
previous protein (Pi & 1) in the network. Here, we decide to use
the following function called a Hill function:
f ðP i&1 Þ ¼

λm $ K h
K h þ P hi&1

The Hill equation is classically used to describe cooperative
binding of ligands to a receptor and is useful in describing many
biological processes, as it describes nonlinear switching of a system
between 0 and 1 (a fully “off” and fully “on” state). In our model,
the Hill function is used to approximate the (possibly partial)
cooperative binding of the repressor proteins to their promoters
(see Note 2). Here, h is the Hill coefficient representing this cooperative binding. The parameter K in the Hill function is the threshold at which half of a population of a repressor in the cell is bound
to its site and accounts for the affinity that a repressor has for its
binding site in a promoter. λm is the maximal transcription rate
when there is no repression of the gene encoding the mRNA.
Using the mass action equations, we can now write the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that describe the dynamics of
our system and find a deterministic solution of the system (see
Subheading 3.2) assuming that the numbers of molecules are very
high. This may not be an accurate approximation in all situations,
but can provide an intuition about the system’s behavior. In order
to consider the effects of the finite number of molecules, we can
also simulate the reactions stochastically (see Subheading 3.3).
3.1.3 Parameter
Estimation

Before proceeding, it is useful to obtain an order of magnitude
estimate for the biological parameters of our model. There are a few
resources that can be extremely helpful with this task, such as
BioNumbers [18], an online database containing molecular
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Table 1
Estimated parameter values for the mRNA-protein repressilator model

Parameter Description

Est.
value

Units
&1

λmi

Max transcription rate

mRNA min
mRNA τp&1(see
footnote a)

K

Threshold of repression (½ molecules
are bound to promoters)

h

Hill coefficient of cooperativity

Source

4.1
150

[49]

proteins

7

[5]

Unitless

2

[50]

0.1
3.6

[51]b

&1

βm

mRNA elimination rate (combination
degradation and dilution)

min
τp&1(see
footnote a)

λPi

Translation rate

proteins mRNA&1 min&1
proteins mRNA&1τp&1(see
footnote a)

βP

Combination of dilution due
to cell growth and active
degradation of protein

min&1
τp&1(see footnote a)

1.8
65

[21, 51]b

0.027
1

a

For parameter scans discussed in Subheading 3.3.8, we have set all values for rate constant parameters to units of protein
lifetime τp&1 (see Note 1) by scaling rate parameter values assuming a cell division rate (and protein half-life) of 25 min,
with no degradation of our proteins by proteases (making τP ¼ 36 min)
b
Values were found on BioNumbers [18]

biology numbers from many cell types and species (from peerreviewed sources) and Ron Milo and Rob Philips’ book Cell Biology
by the Numbers [19]. For example, in our model (assuming that our
network is being expressed in Escherichia coli), several studies listed
on BioNumbers have shown translation rates of ~ 8 aa/mRNA/
s [20, 21], which we can adapt to the units required for our model
(see Note 3). Table 1 contains a complete list of parameters in the
example repressilator model, and an order of magnitude estimation
of these parameters that serve as a starting point for our simulations. It is easy to vary these parameters by orders of magnitude in
silico, but it is important to remember what they physically represent: rates of chemical reactions in a cell. As such, they must remain
physically realistic. For example, binding constants cannot be so
high such that molecules would need to diffuse faster than they
would in water. Note that although testing a range of parameters
computationally is easier than experimentally, the dimensionality
(and therefore computational load) expands as the number of
parameters increases (if you want to test a range of n values for
x parameters, you must run nx simulations). This provides further
motivation to keep the model as simple as possible.
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3.2 Deterministic
Solution
3.2.1 Writing Ordinary
Differential Equations
(ODEs)

Let’s start by assuming that our system is evolving in a macroscopic
test tube in which all of our reactants are present in high numbers,
and the system is homogenously mixed. Under this assumption, we
can write a set of deterministic ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) that describe the dynamics of our system. Here, we write
one equation for each species in the system, describing its rate of
change (i.e., its production rate minus its overall depletion rate).
For example, for a molecule x produced at a constant rate and
eliminated at a constant rate per molecule, dx
dt ¼ λ & β $ x ðt Þ, where λ
and β are the production and elimination rates constants, respectively. It is often useful to know the concentration of your components at equilibrium. To get this value, we can simply set dx
dt ¼ 0
(at steady state, concentration does not change) and solve the
equation for x. Here, the steady-state value of x is (intuitively)
determined by its rate of production divided by its degradation
rate: x ss ¼ βλ.
We can use the same strategy to build a set of ODEs describing
the repressilator. In the spirit of simplicity, let’s assume for now that
the parameters are roughly equal for each mRNA and repressor. We
can therefore use the same parameter values for all equations in our
symmetrical system:
dmi
λ $ Kh
¼ hm
& m i $ βm
dt
K þ P hi&1
dP i
¼ m i $ λP & P i $ β p
dt
where i is the gene index as defined above. In total, our model will
consist of six ODEs with two terms each, describing the rate of
change of three mRNAs and three repressors over time.

3.2.2 Solving the System
of ODEs

A system of ODEs describing nonlinear biochemical networks
cannot usually be solved analytically. However, for a given set of
parameters and initial value for the components, it can be solved
relatively easily using a numerical solver (for well-behaved
systems), which are built into most programming languages (e.g.,
Matlab (see code at https://github.com/potvinlab/MiMB_
circuitmodeling.git), Python). For example, using the ode23 function built into MatLab, we can solve our system of equations with
the parameters in Table 1 over a specified time. In Fig. 2a, we can
see that for our estimated parameter values and chosen set of initial
conditions, our system exhibits sustained oscillations. For more
detailed information on ODE models of biological networks, please
refer to the chapter in this book titled Modelling frameworks:
Ordinary Differential Equations.
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Fig. 2 Time traces for the proteins of the repressilator. (a) Deterministic
numerical solution to the system of ODEs, solved with the parameter set
shown in shows oscillations in Table 1. This set of parameters leads to sustained
oscillations. (b) Time traces for three proteins, simulated stochastically with the
same parameter set as in a. The stochastic system still produces sustained
oscillations, with some noise in period and amplitude of peaks. (c) Zooming in,
we can see copy number changing in discrete steps, with one protein being
produced or degraded in time steps of various lengths
3.2.3 Parameter Space
Analysis and Bifurcation
Diagrams

Often, we are interested in understanding the behavior of the
system over a range of parameters. For example, you might be
interested in choosing components (and indirectly parameters) for
your circuit that will lead to a specific behavior. For a deterministic
system, it can be possible to analytically determine the parameter
boundary that will give oscillations (or other behaviors like damped
oscillations or stability of equilibria) using a method called linear
stability and bifurcation analysis. While the detailed process of
linear stability analysis is outside the scope of this chapter (see
Note 4), this approach has previously been used to analyze the
parameter space of the repressilator model and find the boundary of
the parameter space, which can give rise to oscillations
[1, 22]. Sometimes, combinations of parameters (such as the ratio
between them), rather than individual parameters themselves,
determine a system’s behavior. Here, two combinations of parameters, α and β (where α ¼ βλmβλPK and β ¼ ββP ), determine whether
m P
m
the system oscillates and are used in linear stability analysis to
determine the boundary of the oscillation space. A plot of this
boundary, called the bifurcation diagram (Fig. 3), shows that
there are many sets of parameters for which the system can oscillate.
From this diagram, we can infer that increasing cooperativity/
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Fig. 3 Bifurcation diagram. Plot showing the boundary of the α&β parameter
space that gives rise to oscillations. Thick lines indicate the boundary at various
h values, as determined by linear stability analysis (and the parameter combinations that lead to oscillations contained to the right each line). Increasing
cooperativity (h), increasing α and having β ¼ 1, all increase the parameter
space that support oscillations

nonlinearity helps the oscillations (by broadening the region of
parameter space that sustains oscillations) and that ideally the
mRNAs’ half-lives should be similar to the proteins’ half-lives.
When interpreting this diagram, it is important to keep in mind
that not all parameter values in this space are biologically relevant,
physically possible, or easy to achieve experimentally. While these
differential equations ignore the stochastic noise inside cells, they
can provide useful insights into the behavior of dynamic systems
and networks by providing analytical relations for the parameters.
3.3 Stochastic
Simulations

So far, we have been operating under the assumption that molecules in our system are present in high numbers and therefore
behave according to deterministic dynamics. In cells, this assumption is not always correct: many molecules such as mRNAs and
proteins are present in low copy numbers [23–28]. Individual
chemical reactions will happen by chance when molecules collide
with each other, such that numbers of molecules will fluctuate over
time (or across cells in a population), making their respective cellular processes (like gene expression) stochastic in nature. Levels of
molecules can also fluctuate even if they are present in higher
numbers, as this noise can be transmitted from one molecule to
the next (for example, if proteins are translated from a noisy
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mRNA). Therefore, we cannot predict or calculate how these numbers will change over time (which chemical reaction will happen
and when), we can only calculate the probabilities that the system
will have a particular number of molecules at a given time. These
probabilities are described by a set of differential equations relating
the change in the probability distribution of having a certain number of molecules called the chemical master equation (CME,
[11, 29, 30]). Even for the simplest processes such as one molecule
being produced at a constant rate and eliminated at a constant rate
per molecule (i.e., a Poisson birth and death process), the CME is
represented by an infinite number of coupled differential equations.
While the CME is generally not solvable except in special cases, it is
possible to calculate the moments of the probability distribution
(e.g., average, variance, autocorrelation) by approximating the rates
of the chemical reactions as linear around the average. This is called
the linear noise approximation (or a first-order van Kampen expansion in physical chemistry, and many other names in other fields)
and is exact when the rates are linear function of the number of
molecules. This is outside the scope of this chapter, and we direct
the interested reader to the following references [10, 11, 28].
Here, rather than analytically solving the CME, we will focus
on simulating one realization (one sample path, or an example time
trace) of this continuous-time, discrete state Markov process using
an approach known as a Gillespie simulation [23, 31]. This algorithm is very simple to implement and is exact in the sense that
simulated time traces converge to the correct probability distribution and its moments (average, variance, autocorrelation, etc.)
(Fig. 4a, b). Using this algorithm, we can simulate our genetic
circuits and measure the impact of the stochastic chemistry inside
cells on our circuits for different designs. Continuing with the
example of the repressilator, we will describe and demonstrate
how to implement the Gillespie algorithm to stochastically model
gene regulatory networks.
3.3.1 Stochastic Notation

Similar to the deterministic system, we can write a set of equations
describing the rates for each possible reaction in the system, using
the following notation (see Note 5):
λ

x ! xþn

where n is the change in x value resulting from a reaction and λ is
the average rate of the reaction. In our example of simple birth and
death of a molecule, n ¼ 1 and &1, respectively, but can be )2 in
other cases, such as production in a burst or oligomerization of
molecules. In all cases, n should be an integer, as molecules can only
exist in integer numbers. For the repressilator, the reaction equations in stochastic notation are as follows:
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Fig. 4 Stochastic simulation of a birth and death process. (a) Single time traces
(thin gray lines) simulated using the Gillespie algorithm for a species x, which is
produced at rate λ and degraded at rate β $ x. Although each trace is different,
their statistical properties eventually converge to the correct probability distribution (colored lines) and its moments (e.g., mean and standard deviation). (b)
Once steady state is reached, the probability distribution does not change. (c)
Random walk on a lattice. Starting at a given x value, the system can move to a
value of x + 1 or x & 1 with probabilities that depend on the production and
degradation rate, respectively

mi
mi

λm $K h
K h þP i&1 h

!

mi þ 1

βm $mi

! mi & 1

λP $mi

Pi ! Pi þ 1
βP $P i

Pi ! Pi & 1
We will use the reaction rate expressions from these equations
in our Gillespie algorithm.
3.3.2 Simulating
a Time-Trace: The Gillespie
Algorithm

Instead of analytically solving the CME, we will simulate one realization of the stochastic process. The idea behind the Gillespie
algorithm is quite simple: we initialize the system to an (arbitrary)
initial value (number of molecules at time t), and then let chemical
reactions happen randomly. To be exact, we need to pick these
reactions from their proper probability distribution, describing
both when the reaction is going to happen and which one will
happen. For example, consider our molecule x from the previous
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section (produced with rate λ and degraded with rate β $ x), and
imagine our cell has 3 molecules (x ¼ 3) at a particular time point
(t0). The next chemical reaction will either be the production or
degradation of a molecule, either leading to x ¼ 4 or x ¼ 2. The
time until this next reaction happens is also stochastic and depends
on the current state of the system (Fig. 4c).
3.3.3 Gillespie Algorithm:
Time to Next Reaction

After assigning an (arbitrary) initial value to all molecular species at
the time zero of our simulation (e.g., x ¼ 3 in Fig. 4c), we will first
calculate the time to the next reaction, given the current state of our
system. We can imagine the system sitting in one state, simply
waiting for the next reaction to occur. We know that the probability
of that chemical reaction happening per time unit is constant over
time, regardless of how long we waited. As an analogy, imagine the
waiting time for rolling black while playing roulette. It does not
matter how long you wait or how many times you have already
rolled red, the probability of falling on black on a given roll is always
the same. Another example is radioactive decay, a stochastic process
where the probability of one nucleus decaying is constant over
time. This property is called memorylessness, because the stochastic
process does not have a “memory” of how long it waited in a state.
The only continuous probability distribution with this property is
the exponential distribution, here with T as the time to the first
reaction, λ is the average rate of the reaction, and τ is a given time
interval (see Note 6):
P ðT > τÞ ¼ e &λτ
P ðT * τÞ ¼ 1 & P ðT > τÞ ¼ 1 & e &λτ ¼ F ðt Þ
This is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time
to the first reaction: if we take the derivative of this function, we get
the exponential probability density function, which gives the probability density that the time to the first reaction is around τ:
pðT ¼ τÞ ¼

dF ðτÞ
¼ λ $ e ð&λτÞ
dτ

In our algorithm, we therefore want to sample from this exponential distribution. Because most programming languages include
a function to generate random numbers uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1, we use the CDF to map the distribution of
interest to a uniform distribution (see Note 7). This process is
referred to as inversing the distribution. In our example, λ is the
total rate of all reactions in the system: because the reactions are
independent, the rate of any one reaction happening is the sum of
"
#
N
P
the rates of each reaction in our system λtot ¼
λi , where N is
i¼1

the number of reactions in the system. Because we know the
current number of molecules in the system, we can calculate these
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Fig. 5 Choosing a reaction. Rates of all reactions are calculated given the current
system state and normalized by the sum of all possible reactions (λtot), such that
their cumulative sum is 1. Rates are aligned, and a number r2 uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1 is generated, whose value will determine which
of these reactions will occur

rates at that particular timepoint and using a randomly generated
number (here named r1) between 0 and 1, solve for the time to the
next reaction τ with the equation
τ¼

& ln ð1 & r 1 Þ & ln ðr 1 Þ
¼
λtot
λtot

Because r1 is a randomly chosen number between 0 and 1, we
can replace 1 & r1 with r1 to simplify the expression (see Note 8).
3.3.4 Gillespie: Choosing
a Reaction

We now know that a reaction happened at time t0 + τ, but we still
don’t know which reaction occurred. Using the rate of each reaction λi (again using the current state of the system), we first normalize these rates by λtot, such that if we line them up, their
cumulative sum is 1, thus building a cumulative distribution function (see Note 9). We now generate a second random number
between 0 and 1 (r2), which will fall somewhere on this line of
normalized reaction rates, determining the reaction that will occur
(Fig. 5). Reactions with higher rates take up more of the space in
the vector, and are therefore chosen with higher probability.

3.3.5 Gillespie: Updating
the State of the System

Once we know which of the N reactions will occur and the time it
will take, we must update both the time of our simulation and
quantities of all the species in the system. To update the time,
simply add the randomly sampled τ value to the current time. To
update the quantity of reactants, we add or subtract the appropriate
value to each species involved in the randomly picked reaction (see
Note 10). For example, if we chose the transcription of m1 as our
next reaction, we would update the system by adding +1 to the
current value of m1.
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The steps of the algorithm above are iterated a chosen number of
times (n chemical reactions), with time and quantity of reactants
being updated at each iteration. The number of iterations should be
long enough to properly characterize the resulting time trace. For
example, if you are interested in the statistical properties of your
system around steady state, you should run your simulation far
enough past the time that steady state is reached that you have
sufficient points to sample to calculate these statistics. Note that
different species in your model may evolve at different time scales
and it might take many reactions until you can sufficiently sample
your slow species (this may be computationally challenging). After
running the simulation for n iterations at the parameters listed in
Table 1, our system shows regular oscillations, but with some noise
in the period and amplitude of the oscillations (Fig. 2b). Zooming
in, we can see the discrete production and depletion steps of our
proteins, and the different sized τ intervals in time (Fig. 2c).
The steps of the Gillespie algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
1. Initialize the system at t0 to a chosen set of reactant quantities
2. Calculate all reaction rates (λi(x1, x2. . .)) and their sum
"
#
N
P
λtot ¼
λi , using the current state of the system (quantity
i¼1

of each reactant, x1, x2. . ., at t0)

3. Use λtot and a randomly generated r1 (0,1) to calculate time τ
to next reaction using inverse sampling of the exponential
distribution:
& ln ðr 1 Þ
τ¼
λtot
4. Normalize all reaction rates (λi) by λtot and align them. Randomly generate r2 between (0,1), whose value determines
which reaction happens at time t0 + τ
5. Update system according to chosen reaction, adding or subtracting the appropriate amount to or from the quantity of each
species involved in the chosen reaction
6. Repeat steps 2–5 n times, updating the state of the system at
each iteration
3.3.7 Characterization
of Results

After simulating the system for many steps, we can then characterize its properties. For example, using a long time trace, we can
calculate the probability distribution of the number of molecules at
steady state (P(X ¼ x), Fig. 4b), or moments of the distribution,
such as the mean number of molecules or the fluctuations around
the mean (i.e., variance). The specific measure by which a gene
circuit is characterized will depend on its desired behavior. For
oscillators, the autocorrelation of the protein copy number is a
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convenient measure of the quality of the oscillations. The autocorrelation function represents the correlation coefficient of a trace at
two time points separated by a time lag (ΔτP), and thus should be
equal to 1 after one period for a perfect oscillator. It includes both a
measure of phase drift (how quickly the oscillations become
de-synchronized), as well as amplitude noise (see Note 11).
As with the deterministic solution to our model, we should assess
how the behavior of the system changes as a function of its parameters. Here, it is useful to set one parameter equal to 1, varying
the other parameter values in relation to it to minimize the number
of parameters to range and assess the behavior of your system when
simulated using this range of parameters. Typically, we set βP to
1, switching the time units of the simulation to protein lifetimes
(τp) and scaling the value of other rate values accordingly (Table 1,
see Note 1). Quantifying the autocorrelation for a range of parameters shows that the stochastic system oscillates over a broader
range of parameters than the deterministic system (Fig. 6a, b),
“smoothing” out the bifurcation transition (Fig. 6b). While the

3.3.8 Parameter Scan
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Fig. 6 Scanning the parameter space of the stochastic system. (a) Comparison of deterministic solution and
stochastic simulation of the system with different Hill coefficients. With the chosen parameters, the system
still shows sustained oscillations with low cooperativity, whereas the deterministic solution shows damped
oscillations. (b) Heatmap of the autocorrelation of the time traces of the proteins after one period. Here,
P $λm
α ¼ βλ$β
and β ¼ ββP . The thick black line indicates the deterministic bifurcation boundary, and the pink dot
P m $K
m
corresponds to the parameter values used in simulations in a. As in the deterministic bifurcation calculation,
increasing cooperativity increases the size of the oscillation space. However, in the stochastic regime, it is
possible to maintain oscillations outside the predicted bifurcation boundary, with both high and low cooperativity constants
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recommendations from the deterministic analysis still hold (e.g.,
increasing cooperativity to expand oscillation space), the requirements are much less stringent in the stochastic system. This tells us
that we have more leeway when choosing parts (and their
corresponding parameters) with which to build and redesign our
circuits than the deterministic analysis would indicate.
3.4 Using Models
to Redesign
the Circuit: An
Example

Now that we know how to simulate our synthetic circuits, we can
incorporate data from the first design to help us understand and
improve their behavior. This process is obviously very specific to
particular circuits, so here we will use our previous experience
redesigning the repressilator as an example. Some recommendations are general, such as reducing propagation of stochastic noise
(as this can transmitted between molecules), and we will emphasize
these. It might also be necessary to iterate the design-build-test
loop multiple times, making small changes to the circuit, then
quantifying its properties and analyzing the results. Initially, the
repressilator was designed using the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 3.
The guidelines were therefore to have strong promoters
(to increase α) and high cooperativity, while ensuring that the
proteins’ half-lives were similar to the mRNAs’ (β ¼ 1). Therefore,
repressors that multimerize and bind strongly were chosen, and
they were targeted for fast degradation to reduce their half-lives.
The assembled circuit did indeed oscillate, but its performance
appeared much lower than natural oscillators or other subsequently
published synthetic oscillators [32–39].
For the redesign of a circuit, it is crucial that the experimental
data accurately represent the circuit’s behavior. Therefore, for
single-cell dynamic properties such as oscillations, we evaluated
the performance of the circuit using a microfluidic device nicknamed the mother machine [6–8], which enables us to track
thousands of single cells under constant growth conditions for
hundreds of cell divisions. Comparing these data to the original
experiments performed on agar pad (where growth conditions
change rapidly as cells start to compete for nutrients) revealed
that the oscillatory properties appeared much improved, suggesting
that the circuit is sensitive to changes in growth conditions. This
illustrates how separating variability from the environment and
intrinsic noise of a circuit can aid in its redesign, as we can then
change or eliminate components that are highly sensitive to environmental noise (e.g., growth conditions). We also observed high
amplitude noise between the peaks of the oscillations (Fig. 7), and
we thus decided to investigate fluorescent read-out for the oscillations as a potential source of noise. The original design included
one plasmid for the repressor and another, noisy plasmid carrying
the fluorescent read-out to track oscillations. Therefore, this amplitude noise could be simply an artifact of our measurements.
Indeed, transferring the reporter to the repressilator plasmid
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greatly reduced peak amplitude noise (Fig. 7). In doing so, we also
made a serendipitous discovery: the fluorescent reporter originally
targeted for degradation interfered with degradation of the repressors, adding noise to the oscillations. This was an example of the
unknowns in biology and emphasizes the need for both experiment
and modeling.
We also observed that the shape of the oscillations was strongly
non-sinusoidal (Fig. 7), which mathematical modeling of our system told us was characteristic of very low repression thresholds (K)
(as expected for these strong repressors). In such a regime, the
promoters operate in a switch-like fashion—they are either
completely on or off—and the period can be decomposed in three
sub phases where each repressor decays from its peak value down to
its repression threshold while its production is completely off
(Fig. 7). After P1 decays below its threshold, production of P2 is
derepressed, which will immediately inhibit production of P3 and
initiate its decay phase. The length of the period is thus determined
by the sum of the three decay times, and we can analyze each decay
independently. While this analysis is specific to this circuit, such
pseudo-steady-state analysis, or time scale separation, is a general
technique that can be useful in analyzing many types of circuits. A
detailed analysis of the decay phase showed that two factors were
necessary for a precise timing: (1) high peak amplitude, averaging
the timing of the decay over many steps, and (2) relatively high
repression thresholds, as the elimination time of the last few molecules (to fall below a low K value) is very noisy (Fig. 2c), which in
turns causes large variation in period. These recommendations were
implemented by (1) removing protein degradation, thus letting
proteins accumulate to higher numbers (and also possibly removing a source of noise) and (2) adding decoy binding sites for the
repressors (called a “titration sponge”). These decoy sites (present
in much higher copy numbers than the actual sites) soak up free
repressors, effectively increasing the repression threshold (and
increasing effective cooperativity at the same time)(Fig. 7). This
linear molecular titration [40–44] is a very versatile tool that
enables the tuning of repression curves that would experimentally
difficult to change otherwise and has been used in a variety of
applications, from timers in natural biological systems [7] to controllers for perfect adaptation [45]. After implementing these
changes, the oscillations of the repressilator were extremely precise,
taking more than 13 periods before accumulating half a period of
phase drift.
As demonstrated, mathematical modeling and careful experimental characterization are both critical components of designing
and redesigning synthetic genetic circuits. Models can provide
valuable insights into required parameter values and possible system behaviors, and should guide the initial engineering of a circuit.
It is important to carefully characterize this initial circuit
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experimentally, isolating variability originating from the growth
environment, reporters or measurements, and other sources of
extrinsic noise from the variability of the circuit itself. This data
can then be used together with continued mathematical modeling
to hypothesize changes to the circuit that could improve its behavior. After testing these changes, the circuit’s behavior can be characterized again and improved iteratively. Here, we provided a brief
guide to building deterministic models and running stochastic
simulations of simple circuits, as these methods are simple and
fast to execute, while being extremely informative. We propose
that incorporating modeling in the design-build-test loop of synthetic biology while pursuing a precision and robustness that rivals
natural circuits will lead to novel insights into the design of natural
and synthetic gene networks.

4

Notes
1. It is often convenient to set one of the parameter values of the
system equal to 1. For example, in the parameter scan discussed
in Subheading 3.3.8, this method minimizes the number of
parameters that we need to scan through. Typically, we choose
the protein elimination rate, setting βP ¼ 1, and scaling all
other rate values accordingly. This changes the units of all rate
parameters to protein lifetimes. This parameter has an intuitive
connotation, in both the human realm and the molecular one.
It is a measure of how long molecules “live” in the system on
average before they are eliminated. To illustrate this important
parameter, we will consider a simple system where proteins are
eliminated at a constant rate per molecule (if there is degradation by protease, it is not saturated), and they are no longer
produced. Therefore,
dP ðt Þ
¼ &βp P ðt Þ:
dt
P ðt Þ ¼ P 0 $ e &βP t

where P0 is the initial amount of protein, and βP is the decay
rate constant. The number of proteins thus decays exponentially (Fig. 8).
The lifetime is defined as β&1
P , or the time it takes to decay
&1
to e . It is more intuitive to think about the half-life of the
protein (t1/2) or the time at which half the initial quantity has
decayed. These time constants are simply related by a proportionality constant:
e &t=τp ¼ 2& ln ð2Þt=τ1=2
t 1=2 ¼ τP $ ln ð2Þ
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Fig. 8 Exponential protein decay. For proteins being eliminated at a constant rate
(with no production), the population will decay exponentially. The half-life (t1/2) is
the time at which the population has reached half of its initial value. The lifetime
(τP) of the protein is the average time that a protein will exist in the system. βP is
the elimination rate constant

The lifetime does not merely represent how quickly molecules are eliminated but is also a natural timescale for the
system, indicating how quickly the system adopts a new steady
state. This is why we usually set the timescale of our simulation
to τP. In the case of our example in which proteins are not
actively degraded, we can assume the protein half-life is 25 min,
meaning that τP ¼ 25ln min
ð2Þ ¼ 36 min

2. The Hill function is a common function in biology that
describes cooperative binding of ligands to a receptor. This
function was originally derived by Hill in 1910 to describe O2
molecules binding to hemoglobin [46]. It is typically written in
the following form:
xh
θ¼ h
K þ xh

Where θ is the fraction of ligand bound, x is the concentration of free ligand, K is the concentration of ligand at which
half of the population is bound, and h is the cooperativity
coefficient. h determines the nonlinearity of this function—
higher h values make the curve sharper (Fig. 9). The Hill
function has been used extensively in modeling of unknown
activation or repression functions, due to their flexibility to
describe nonlinear sigmoidal-shaped function (note that h can
be non-integer). In our model, we use 1 & θ to calculate the
transcription rate of a gene based on the fraction of unbound
promoters available for expression.
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Fig. 9 Hill function. The Hill is used in our model to describe binding of repressors
to their promoters. Transcription rate is calculated as a function of the number of
unbound promoters (available for expression). As the cooperativity coefficient
h increases, the transition between a gene being fully unbound (expressed with
rate λm) and fully bound (repressed) becomes sharper

3. Many values provided on BioNumbers may not be in the exact
units required for your model but can easily be adapted for use.
For example, we can change translation rate from
aa mRNA&1s&1 to proteins mRNA&1 min&1 as follows:
8 aa
60 s 3 bp protein 1:75 protein
$
$
¼
$
1 mRNA s min aa 821 bp mRNA min
4. While a detailed description of linear stability analysis is outside
the scope of this chapter, there are many helpful resources
available. Two helpful texts that cover this topic are Strogatz’s
Non-linear Dynamics and Chaos: With Applications to Physics,
Biology, Chemistry and Engineering [47], and Epstein and Pojman’s book An Introduction to Non-linear Chemical Dynamics: Oscillations, Waves, Patterns and Chaos [48].
5. Note that in stochastic notation, the arrows in the reaction
equations have a different meaning than in the mass action
equations in Subheading 3.1.2. Here, rather than a transformation from one product to another, an arrow means a change
in quantity of a reactant. Note also that in this notation, the full
rate of this change is indicated above the arrow (without the
implicit multiplication by the left-hand side). Finally, note that
in a stochastic simulation, we measure numbers rather than
concentration of reactants. Here, if we wanted to measure
concentration, we would need to include cell growth and
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division in our stochastic equations, tracking the cell’s volume
over time. Instead, we approximate this process by adding
constant dilution of our molecules, and tracking absolute numbers of molecules in a “typical” cell volume over time.
6. The memorylessness property is defined as:
P ðT > t þ s j T > t Þ ¼ P ðT > s Þ
where t and s are positive real numbers. This means that the
conditional probability that the time to the first event is greater
than t + s, knowing that it is greater than t, is equal to the
probability that the time is greater than s. In other words, it
does not matter how long you have already waited. We can
show that the exponential distribution satisfies this property
using the law of total probability (P(A| B)P(B) ¼ P(A and B)):
P ðT > t þ s j T > t Þ ¼
¼

P ðT > t þ s and T > t Þ
P ðT > t Þ

P ðT > t þ s Þ
¼ P ðT > s Þ
P ðT > t Þ

because if T > t + s, then T is necessarily greater than t.
Substituting the exponential distribution satisfies this equality:
e &λðtþs Þ
¼ e &λs
e &λt
Note that it is possible to show that the exponential is the
only distribution to show this property, but we do not include
it here, as it is not particularly pedagogical.
7. Inverse transform sampling is easier to understand visually
(Fig. 10). Intuitively, the idea is to map the uniform probability
density to the CDF. If we compare regions where the slope of
the CDF (the probability density function since pðT ¼ t Þ ¼
dF ðt Þ
dt ) is different, we see that the regions with higher slope
will take up a higher proportion of the uniform distribution
and will therefore have a higher probability. This can be proven
mathematically, if U is a uniform random variable between
0 and 1, then F&1(U) has F(x) its CDF.
$
%
P F&1 ðU Þ * x ¼ P ðU * F ðx ÞÞ
¼ F ðx Þ

Where we applied F(x) on both sides and then used the CDF of
the uniform distribution (P(U * x) ¼ x).

8. We realize it is a bit of a jump between these equations. For
those who like to see the steps, they are as follows:
r ¼ 1 & e &λtot $τ
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Fig. 10. Intuition for the inverse transform sampling. Equal probabilities (15%) on
the uniform distribution are mapped to different probabilities on the CDF, where
the higher slopes (corresponding to the PDF) corresponds to higher probabilities

e λtot $τ ¼

1
1 & r1

remember that if y ¼ ex, x ¼ ln ( y). Therefore:
"
#
1
λtot $ τ ¼ ln
1 & r1

Also remember that ln(x y) ¼ y · ln (x):
τ¼

& ln ð1 & r 1 Þ
λtot

9. Gillespie in practice: rate vector function. When setting up the
Gillespie algorithm, there are a few tricks that make things
more efficient and cleaner. For example, after writing the entire
set of equations, it is helpful to assemble the rates definitions
for each equation into a vector, and build this vector into a
function that accepts current reactant values as an input (called
the rate vector function, or rvf). This allows us to easily calculate the individual rates of all reactions for a given system state
and to quickly sum the rates to calculate λtot. In the case of the
repressilator, the rate vector function is defined as:
rvf ðm, P Þ ¼

h

λm $ K h
λ $ Kh
, βm $ m1 , λP $ m1 , βP $ P 1 , mh
, β m $ m 2 , λP $ m 2 ,
h
h
K þ P3
K þ P h1
i
λ $ Kh
βP $ P 2 , mh
,
β
$
m
,
λ
$
m
,
β
$
P
3
P
3
3
m
P
K þ P h2
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10. Gillespie in practice: Stoichiometry matrix. To easily determine
the value to add or subtract to each species in the event that a
given reaction occurs, we build a stoichiometry matrix for our
system. This is an M by N matrix, where M is the number of
species/reactants in the system, and N is the number of possible reactions. Each row of the matrix corresponds to one
reactant, and each column gives the change in quantity of
each reactant, should a given reaction occur. As an example,
see the stoichiometry matrix of the repressilator (Table 2).
Column i corresponding to the chosen reaction will give the
values to be added or subtracted from each reactant and can be
used to directly update a vector containing the current values of
each species.
Note that the case of the repressilator, the matrix is quite
simple, as all reactions are independent and lead to an increase
or decrease of 1 molecule. Matrices can be more complex,
especially for systems with coupled reactions. For example,
consider a system in which monomers of molecule y are produced at rate λy and dimerize irreversibly to form molecule Y at
rate λY. For this system, our reaction equations would be
written as
λy

y ! y þ1
λY y 2

ðy, Y Þ ! ðy & 2, Y þ 1Þ
Table 2
Stoichiometry matrix for the repressilator model
m1

P1

m2

P2

m3

P3

m1 ! m1 + 1

1

0

0

0

0

0

m1 ! m 1 & 1

&1

0

0

0

0

0

P1 ! P1 + 1

0

1

0

0

0

0

P1 ! P1 & 1

0

&1

0

0

0

0

m2 ! m2 + 1

0

0

1

0

0

0

m2 ! m 2 & 1

0

0

&1

0

0

0

P2 ! P2 + 1

0

0

0

1

0

0

P2 ! P2 & 1

0

0

0

&1

0

0

m3 ! m3 + 1

0

0

0

0

1

0

m3 ! m 3 & 1

0

0

0

0

&1

0

P3 ! P3 + 1

0

0

0

0

0

1

P3 ! P3 & 1

0

0

0

0

0

&1
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Table 3
Example Stoichiometry matrix for a system with coupled reactions
Production
λy

Dimerization
λY y 2

y ! y þ1

ðy, Y Þ ! ðy & 2, Y þ 1Þ

y

1

&2

Y

0

1

The stoichiometry matrix for this system would be written
as in Table 3.
11. Gillespie in practice: Resampling time trace data. Because τ
varies between reactions, the time trace output by the Gillespie
algorithm will have points separated by non-uniform time
steps. For further analysis (for example, to calculate the autocorrelation), it is often helpful to resample the data at regular
time intervals. To do this, we sample the number of reactants at
every tresample time interval of the output, such that the length
of our final resampled data matrix will be tmax/tresample, where
tmax is the time length of the simulation. tresample is chosen
appropriately so that the resampling is done sufficiently enough
to capture the system’s behavior.
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